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Ionah –so, let’s go… this is your room… 

Depp –I think so….  
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Depp –what’s that…? 
Ionah –your frame… it was you sir who painted it… 
Depp –are you sure..? I don’t remember… 
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Depp –this place isn’t strange…  

Depp –what’s happening…?  
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Ionah –what’s this, sir Depp, NPK..?  
Depp –no, it is straight from Amsterdam… 
Ionah –this thing hasn’t nature… 
Depp –you miss don’t believe in herbs..? 
Ionah –planted herbs..? nor even the cannabis… 
Ionah – I have one that is natural… 
Depp –very good… 
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Ionah –let’s go..? 
Depp –what if I became afraid..? 
Ionah –it’s the sensation of the reality… it hasn’t the form of the desire, it is not symmetry of the 
desire: it is of the form of the separation. The fear is not being the reality… 
Depp – I like this… I’m addicted to this…  
Ionah –feel the smell… are the senses of the negro… 
Depp –and which senses are these…? 
Ionah –the sound…. Are you sir listening..? 
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Depp –what am I seeing, the interior of the Clockwork Orange..? 
Ionah –no… the director wanted to prove that the human being is sexual, and that modifying the 
human being is turning him worse 
Depp –and what’s this, then..? 
Ionah –your eyes…. 
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Depp –I don’t know what I’m seeing…                                                       
I’ll follow your eyes, then… Don’t step 
away so much, I don’t like dark places…  

Ionah –the fear is a passage, and it begins in the agony… 
Depp –and which’s the worse…? 
Ionah –we passed… let’s go in the fear… 
Depp –Who are you…? 
Ionah –The nature 
Depp –the nature…? I … didn’t think she was like this… 
Ionah –that she had body…?  
Depp –and what I’m seeing is what..? 
Ionah –an image… the hands aren’t yours’s, and neither the eyes, as well… 
Depp –and whose is it..? 
Ionah –of the action… it’s what the dark is … an action in your eyes… you sir is 
an architect, and doesn’t know… a real constructor.. will never be a trader, or, entrepreneur, which 
accepts a relation of door... for this, the hideout was not configured: you sir constructed something 
to not functioning: your hideout is not sexual… 
Ionah – don’t make questions, in the fear, the agony becomes anxiety...   

 
Depp –I’m not sexual… 
Ionah –but you were hidden by the sex… 
Depp –yes, I know what  you’re talking about, but… 
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Ionah –you sir accepted… 
Depp –and what did I accepted..? 
Ionah –that functioning would be the nature. You sir is not a man, but also, is not an animal… The 
dark is a box, and in it, you cannot see the time: for this, the normal is constructing stairs, because 
this is the notion of time… the anxiety  is being able to arrive at somewhere, is the certainty, it’s how 
the reality is initialized, in the nature   
Depp –and why do I do this…? 
Ionah –localization … it was how you sir divided the space and the time,  in your sentiments. The 
reality is not symmetry of the nature.. the agony is not being able to arrive in no place at all: the 
doubt… It’s how the space is created. The configuration of the hideout will depend on how much 
you sir likes of the reality. 

Depp –I don’t like of the reality… I don’t like it, really, I was 
never different. Is something that I never got to hide… the 
people knew this, and they talked exactly this, that I was 
hided: not that I was hiding myself, but, that I was that which  
they were saying… it’s not a sentiment… worse, I passed to be 
that which they were saying… I became truth for them, but 
they didn’t become truth for me, you understand..? I didn’t 
believe in them …and for this, I went staying by around here… 
but indeed, I don’t know the place that I’ve created, I don’t 
know why I created… 
Ionah –yes, there’s a motive for this, the normal is sexual 
Ionah –pois é, sir Depp, you sir 
thinks that your plan worked 
out… but it didn’t give.. . 
Ionah –you sir accepted being 
their hideout… your body 
became the scene. 
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       Depp –wait, careful, it may not be safe… 
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Depp –stop, the steps are stepping away..! they may not be together, they may be loose..! 

Ionah –no, no, no, no…they’re pretty much tied, it’s a stair, it’s strong and safe, just careful, there’s 
no rail, because in the dreams there’s nowhere to hold … 
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Depp –but you said it was safe… 

Ionah –the stairs, not the dreams… 
 
Depp –and what’s the difference..? 
 
 
 

 
Ionah –there are no gears in the dreams… 
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Depp –what’s this..?! where’re 

going to? 

 

Ionah –we may go that way, 

we may go that other way… 

 

 

Depp – and what about the others? This place is huge, I think we better go back…! 

 

Depp –these stairs seems to be all 

connected to each other… this is a 

labyrinth..! 

Ionah –you can’t stay stopped on 

the bridge, signor.. . 

Depp –bridge? What bridge..? 

Ionah –the stairs junction , there’s 

always a judgement passing. 

 Depp – I don’t see any right now.. 
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Ionah –it’s because you were moving, but you stopped moving: But when this happens is because 

we’re already in a different place. Each time you stop, the stairs takes you, as if it was a river, and 

when you realize, you’re already in a different point. 

Depp –but what are all these stairs..? 
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Ionah –it was how your rivers stayed, how your natural flux stood 
distributed in angles…  
Ionah  –a processing…angles of the certainty… you’ve arrived in somewhere… on these stairs are 
all your characters, they live in a collective world, they’re not yours, but of the Humanity, where 
the man inhabits 
Depp –the man inhabits a geometry..? 

Ionah –yes, it’s the reality…: it is who makes the man exist. The 
man it’s the own geometry. 
Depp –and what is existing..? 
Ionah –a sensation… that the taste is the reality: and only for this, 
the scene is his body, and the taste is the scene.  
Depp –but I don’t like it, why do I do this..?! 
Ionah –yes, you sir doesn’t have how to deceive the animal… 
Depp –and where is he..? 
Ionah –at the reality, in the scene…  it’s where your waters are 
drained... the reality hasn’t passage with the natural… Look! I think 
I saw a Ghost of the Caribbean…! 
Depp –it’s pirate..! I saw it too, where is he going? 
Ionah –to meet you.. . 
Depp –he’ll never find me… 
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Ionah –no, all these stairs meet in a 

same place: the stage. He may exist, 

but only there he gains life. And he 

consumes this water from the clock. 

Your image needs to be captured on 

the screen to produce this cosmic 

environment  

 

 

 

 

 

Depp –and what are those cooooooosmic 

effects…? 
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Ionah  –the possession, the time that the humanity possesses you. The 

time of the world, the world is the stage of your being, where occurs the 

presentation .  

 

 

Ionah –Come, let’s get out of here.  

 

Ionah –we will still come back here.  

Ionah –You see, signor, … 

 

Ionah –..that black, 
purple and blue hole 
over there in the deep?  

                                Ionah –..There’s where we need to go. 
Depp –where is it..? I’m not quite certain of its localization, is he below, or 
above, in front, or backwards..? 
Ionah –it is not in a direction… you sir lost the frontal eyes, because the front 

was constructed in that which hasn’t front: the chairs was constructed over the nothing. But that 
over there is your fountain. 
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Depp –is it another way 

out? 

Ionah –no,  a passage.  

Depp –do you know where 

we’re going to..? 

Ionah –over here… 

Depp –seems like we’re 

returning to the beginning.. 

who built this place..? 

Ionah –you, sir… it was you who build this. 

 

 

Depp –if I built it, how don’t I know where  I am…? 
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Ionah –all the construction it is so. That’s why one builds. But this intelligent formula constructs 

things on mind. You sir is seeing how your thinking is: It is always making the same movement: And 

it’s basically a human representation: don’t try to understand how this thing was constructed, just 

try to see it functioning, and perceive that something was take from you, for this: something was 

constructed over the eyes of the animal.  The humanity stole you your naturalness: and constructed 

a sexuality. 
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Depp –what does it 

mean..?  

 
Ionah –many things, 
what you did for the 
cinema was what the 

cinema did for you. People needed to see Johnny Depp.. 

Depp –and didn’t they..? 
Ionah –no, you were interpreting, you were working… 
Depp –I was a vampire, already; I don’t remember if werewolf.. I was already a gardener… 

psychopath, crazy… I don’t remember if drug dealer… what didn’t they see of Johnny 
Depp..? 
Ionah –they didn’t have intimacy with Johnny Depp… 
Depp –but because I’m a reserved one, silentious, I like privacy… 
Ionah –the humanity likes of intimacy: and they’ll give a way of 
taking it from you sir..  

Depp –but, why..? 
Ionah – the animal… they want to see the monster..  
Depp –the monster..?  
Ionah –yes, the animal in the scene… : for this the sex… 
Depp –but I did it already… they didn’t see… I was nude… 
Ionah –just as Sharon Stone, you sir never stood à vontade in the scene, and they want more 
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Ionah – you sir was naked, you were dressed: they 
didn’t see Johnny Depp… you sir didn’t deliver 
your intimacies, you sir was not their intimacy, 
the as much as they’d like… they want to see 
Johnny Jack… that which you sir hid from them… 
but that they have certainty that’s still there: they 
want to harvest that which was planted: a late 
harvest, but the time of the harvest arrived, and 
you sir don’t have how to avoid the action. 
Depp—no, I don’t agree with this… 

Depp –.. I didn’t hide nothing… 
Ionah –it’s the touch, sir Depp… you sir 
misunderstands not being an instrument..  the 
sound isn’t yours...you sir is an actor, but 
misunderstands in what Johnny Depp is a 
character.. the relation-body: the human.. 

Depp –Oh, fuck..! I want to get out of here!  

                            Ionah  –we arrived…. 

Ionah –You need to get upset with the 
labyrinth to get out of it. 
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Depp –you’re saying I like the labyrinth? 

Ionah  –no: that it’s an entertainment of 

the others… the labyrinth isn’t yours.. you 

sir inhabits the body of other… 

Ionah –We’ve already seen your 

structure. Now let’s see the fluxes. 

 

 

 

 

Depp –what 

was that..?! 

Ionah  –it’s how 

the structure of 

your dreams 

is…and how 

your desires 

were 

configured. 

there should be 

roots. 
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Depp –where are we going now..? 

 

Ionah –in your individual… 

the Johnny Depp, that who 

finds himself alone..  
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          Depp –ouch!! 
          Ionah –good…! It’s your stone… 

 

 

 

                                                     Depp –my stone..? 

 

 

 

 

Ionah –your neck.. your 

necklace… 
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Depp –What’s this..? 

Ionah –a little thing from nature.. 

 

 

 

Ionah –who positions things up…? 

 

 

 

 

Ionah –it doesn’t look like a stone…these are your thinking’s… looks like your brain. 

Ionah –feel, think, or.. think, feel..? when the feelings 

became thought, the same thing, this is cement, it’s not 

earth… you’re walking on the floor.  
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Depp –oh, that’s good, I was tired of walking 

already.  

 

 

Depp –Don’t you want to seat too? 

 

Ionah –no…we hardly started… 

Depp –where are we..? 

Ionah –we’re walking, you stopped to rest 
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 Depp – I like places like this, squares, posts, stay sited, meditating, I do this all the time when I’m 

working, sometimes, between one scene and the other, I stop to rest. Sometimes I think on the 

complexity of something and when I catch myself, I’m thinking in something else. But I don’t lose it 

totally, I know what’s happening around me. It’s like smoking a cigarette. 

   Ionah –but is this a taste..?              

   Depp –I don’t know… 

Ionah –the permanence interrupts the sound.. 

Ionah –Let’s go                
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Ionah –let’s go, sir Depp, let’s see your anxiety level… 
you sir like running..? 
Depp –I hate it… 
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Ionah –the permanence has a cost… the anxiety… and you sir will run after the lost time, because 
you’ve separated yourself from the image.. are you ready..? 
Depp –what’s this, an obstacles track..? I don’t know running, I’ll be won with easiness … 
Ionah –lizards are excellent runners, and are extremely slow..  
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...!  
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Depp –it’s not possible to run in ten seconds …! 

 

 

 

 

Depp – I hate commitments.  
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Ionah –we passed the barrier and now we’ve found a difficulty, it’s how the impossibility presents 

itself, a wall: This is only the inexistence of a rational solution. You look for a door and there isn’t 

any, because there’s no door in nature. This is a defense, a beautiful protection: But it is also your 

prison. The method is not natural. How do you do, sir…? 
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Depp – I try to find an answer… 
Ionah –ok… 

Ionah –this is a side.. the doubt configures itself in the certainty… it will try to find an angle: and in 

this moment, the straight line starts to bend …  
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Ionah –see how the duality is constructed… 

Ionah –when the curve happens, the straight line disappears … 
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Depp –where’s the wall..? 

Ionah –angled… 

 

Ionah – there doesn’t exist straight lines neither angles in the nature, if you’re confuse is because 

you sir it’s lost in angles and straight lines: you will be inside a square...  
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Ionah –it’s the construction of the hours: they were raised over the cement… just as the time raised 
itself over the sand… half of the day, 
this is your construction, half of the 
hours, it’s cement.. and half of your 
hours it’s illusion… 
Ionah –is how you sir walks in 

humanity, in the plan… 
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Ionah –we’ve crossed a black box, and now we’re in 
a white box: it’s how the world seems fair to the eyes, a taste of amaze… for this, we need to find a 
way out, for we return to the black box, the nature… For this, we need to find your taste, it is 
somewhere in this city, that you sir built… where do you go to, when you’re here..? 

Depp –I don’t know… I’m just following you… the city it’s empty, hasn’t anyone… it seems that 
everyone died, and we’re the only survivors… 
Ionah –it’s that no one lives in your world, except you, sir… It’s your body, and you sir are the spirit 
of this place 
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Depp –I didn’t understand, you’re walking in my body…? This should be forbidden.. 

Ionah –ready, we’ve found your taste. 
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Depp –what’s this, one more door..? what’s on the other side..? 

Ionah –let’s see… 
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Depp –it’s a room, but I’m not seeing nothing..! 

Ionah –we’ve talked about this, already.. it’s the effect of the negro, the localization… you sir seeks 

a front… and the walls are immediately created, it’s how the corridors are formed in the mind… 
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Ionah –corridors are always complicated, they 
elongate and always change form … 

Depp –I’ve already been here before, but I don’t 
remember… it’s different… 

 

 

Ionah –let’s go sir Depp… 

 

 

 

Ionah –it’s time of you sir presenting yourself… 

Depp –where are we..? Ionah… where are you at..? I’m not seeing 

nothing…! 

Ionah –it’s the end of the reflexion, the sensation of the sound being 

coming back… 

  Ionah –calm, sir Depp, I’m here… 
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Depp –did we came back to the nature?  
Ionah –no, to the black box… 
Depp –did we smoke heroin...? and… you’ve put 
something in the drink..?  
Ionah –yes, the same one of Alice Hofmann ... 
Depp –I knew it..! is this passenger…? I’ve already 
passed by some strange things... once, I took an acid 
that it looked like it was spoiled… and among other 
things, but this one… was too much… I’ve freaked 
out… I remember being with a bottle of wine, and I 
threw it in the wall, or in the head of someone… and I think so it was in mine… and after, I was 
strangling myself, saying, “Johnny Jack, you’re a false, you’re a liar, you’ve deceived all’s, in the 
reality, you’re a monster..!”…I don’t remember nothing of what I’ve done, I know that I destroyed 
the place… there was glass and blood everywhere, and… I don’t know why I did this…  
Ionah –to forget of what you saw…. 
Depp –why...? 
Ionah –to accept... 
Depp –accept what..? 
Ionah –that you’re monster... you’re not a monster, but an animal...  
Depp –I’m an animal...?! 
Ionah –yes...  
Depp –was it the animal that did this to me..? 
Ionah –no, it was you sir who did this to the animal... 
Ionah –we only smoked, nothing too much… cannabis it’s not hallucinogen… . You sir was dreaming, 
and perceived that the man hasn’t the behavior of an animal… and that the reality is false… and you 
don’t know in what, exactly…  
Depp –dreaming...? but, seated and awake..? 
Ionah –whatever, it’s a passage... every day you do this, misunderstanding the reality as the nature... 
you sir used the nature, for this, misunderstood the dream, in reality: and called this falsity  
Depp –but, how come I don’t remember...? I mean, you must be kidding…!  
Ionah –many things interfere in the remembrance, things as the gaseous combination, the memory 
of the dreams it’s in the carbon, and not in the oxygen … is the understanding of the organic, the 
body is a remembrance, in the lens… 
Depp – what’s this, some kind of hypnosis, treatment, regressions, those things… that the 
psychology explains..? are you miss a psychologist? 
Ionah –no, nothing of this… for now, we’re still in your mind, for this, the rationality still operates in 
the senses. But you sir gets to remember of what you saw.. 
Depp –yes.. 

 Ionah –your hours didn’t end yet. Normally, you’d 
enter in the stage and enter in the clock once again, 
and the cycle would continue: but you sir would be 
only in the frontal yes: the frontal eyes are the eyes 
of the mirror... The interdimensional passages are  
‘‘strange’’, they’re never equals, and also, they’re 
never the same. For this, we will get out of the 
straight line: but to this, we will talk about your 
clock. 
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Depp –is this my head..? we’re still 
inside of it …? this is criminal, it’s 
violation of privacy… no one may see 
the thoughts of the other.. 

Ionah  –do you sir feel yourself violated..? 
Depp –in a certain form, yes.. 
Ionah –yes, indeed, we’re not inside anything, are sionic images...  there’s a second floor and a 
corridor, which gives access to different places at your house… can we go until them…?  
Depp –at my house..? I don’t know, usually I don’t take anyone there...  
Ionah –but I’d like to know it...  
Depp –ok, it will be a pleasure... and where is it my house..? are we in it now..? I don’t quite know 
what I’ll show you, but… it must be interesting  
Ionah –very good, sir Depp, perceptive...  
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Ionah –to where is it…? 

                                            Depp –I think so it’s this way... 

 

 

 

Ionah –it’s  your studio, sir Depp, where you 

pass most part of the time.. 
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Depp – what’s that..? it looks like 
it will be recorded a love scene...  
Ionah –yea, it’s not quite a scene 
of love, it’s a scene of sex, that 
scene that you sir never did... 
Depp –how is it that I ‘never 

did’..? 

Ionah –never did in public like this, in the studio….  

Depp –and who’s the actress with whom I’ll team up..? 

Ionah –it’s not an actress 

Depp –it’s you 

 

Ionah –exactly. You sir have any 

problem? 

 

 

Depp –not at all, in absolute, it’s your 

desires….  

Ionah –it may be called like this, we’ve talked 

about this already… 
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Depp – and you already have 
everything in your mind..? how’s it 
gonna be,...? 

Ionah –no, actually, it’s in your mind…. 
Depp –aaah, how great..! nothing worse than deciding about this…  
Ionah –ah, I thought you sir would stay à vontade… 
Depp –but I’m not. 
Ionah –oh, really, is it..? and why, sir Depp..? 
Depp –I like reserved things, and this is too much for me, I mean, the entire world will see..?! is 
this opened to the dreams, without censorship..? 
Ionah –yes… atalah xawah, the nature shows everything… there aren’t intimacies in the nature, the 
defense of an intimacy is the hideout, something that that who exists in exclusion doesn’t want to 
lose… 
Depp –is there how I stop this..? 
Ionah –yes, there is, yes… actually, depends on you sir, for the scene to be made… haven’t you sir 
ever seen Bootmen..? 
Depp –no, wait up..! you’re not talking serious… calm… we talked about things and I .. I need of a 
time to think about this.. 
Ionah –you sir agreed … 
Depp –I agreed, yes, but.. like this..?! I don’t stay comfortable about this…  
Ionah –you sir is a good actor… 
Depp –I know, but I deceive people, this is different. 
 Ionah –oh, you sir deceives people...? who are the people that you deceive..?  
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Depp –why are you doing this..? couldn’t it be 
different…? 

Ionah –yea, this is the point… why can’t it be 
different..? 
Depp –so you too ain’t so certain of what you 
want to do..? 
Ionah –I’m not certain, because the nature 
isn’t certain of nothing… 
Depp –yes, this makes sense for me… but cannot be like this… 
Ionah –like this, how, sir Depp..? 
Depp – I’m not prepared…! 
Ionah –you still didn’t hide yourself..? and needs of a time to hide, become the other… 
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Depp –no, without sentiments… I 
may be violent, but I’m not a rapist… 
I’ve never raped anyone, nor even 
my prima… I -I… I was never a sexual 
one… you know, things that would 
be natural for the others, weren’t 
naturals for me… 
Ionah –and where’s the nature in 
the scene..? 
Depp –yes, it’s… it’s an 
interpretation.. it’s not me… 

Ionah –and is it who…? 
Depp –it’s of what you’re talking about… and it won’t function you calling me false, I know that’s all 
a falsity… 
Ionah –you sir wanted to find the love in the scene..? 
Depp –I didn’t think the scene would go beyond the studio, I didn’t want to be an actor in the love… 
and representing that which I’m not, because there was a script written for me… 

Ionah –and what’s this, sir Depp..? 
Depp –of being what I didn’t feel… 
Ionah –and what’s this, sir Depp, exactly..? 
Depp –being man… 
Ionah –right, sir Depp, let’s go slow, then… you sir has problems in the configurations of the desires, 

and this may have, somehow, helped your animal.. 
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Depp –yea, of course, yes, of course yes… I’m slow like a lizard…  
Ionah –yea.. slow like a lizard… … what’s that over there, a bar…? 
Depp –it’s what it looks like…  
Ionah –and what’s that door over there, your dressing room...? 
Depp –probably… oh, stop this, you know the place better than me..! 
Ionah –that’s why you are concordant .. but you sir is wrong, this place here it’s yours, you’re 
always around here… 
Depp –I know, it doesn’t seem me strange… my I look my dressing room..? 
Ionah –of course, let’s… 
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Depp –I think so I’ve never seen 

something so big and strange… 
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Depp –and all this here must have some sense, right…?  
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Depp –these sofas, and clothes, and… the mirror… 
Ionah –get yourself ready… 
Depp –what do you mean, we will act already..?!?!? 
Ionah –no… I want you sir to enjoy of your unique moment…. 
Ionah –in all your passages by the characters, the bodies that you dressed, gave life with the 
sentiment of your face… you could say that your face is sexy, or, was sexy, or even, that such 
sexuality never existed: and one more thing didn’t exist: the love. And it doesn’t exist an explanation 
for this. You sir refused to participate or taking part in a lie, and didn’t get to represent the love: nor 
even in that movie you sir loved Juanita… and this was the real motive by which you wanted to kill 
yourself: but didn’t found motives to blame yourself, for this, needed of a little push, and the shrink 
didn’t give, and ended up saving you, convinced you that “indeed the motives didn’t exist, because 
the love doesn’t exist: for this, the fault wasn’t yours, that everybody is like this”: So, you sir got 
animated and said, “so I can go back to Juanita, I don’t need to feel guilty for not loving her too”… 
Depp –yea, but I was something that I never wanted to be, a conqueror…  
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Ionah –but, in which movie you sir was not..? 
Depp –and does this has any importance in the cosmic world..? 
Ionah –none, indeed, it only has importance in the floor. But this machine of creating desires, these 
yes, have a problem in the cosmic world … 
Depp –and I’m guilty of having taken part on this..? 
Ionah –yes, you’re guilty, yes..  
Depp –will I be judged..? will I suffer any kind of penalty for this, punishment..?  
Ionah –yes, you will, and it is in the way as the viewer will see: alone... . you sir will be the proof that 
the love never existed, and that all this was because of the sex: you sir will grow in humanity.. 
Ionah –well, I’ll go seat over there… try to imagine that I’m not here… 

Depp –impossible, I can see you, even on my backs... 
Ionah –it’s what the eyes get to see... the reflex. The mirror is a disease, it’s not the image, it’s the 
distrust..  
Depp –it is not distrust, it’s a natural reflex.. 
Ionah –is what the mirror is, a reflex: it’s not natural... the animals don’t look themselves to the 
mirror, they look into each other eyes... . 
Depp –do I have to look to your eyes..? 
Ionah  –if you sir wants to... at the moment, you sir has to look at yours’s... 
Depp –and what do they see..? 
Ionah –the nature 
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Depp –what was it..? it looks like you’ve seen a 

ghost… 

Ionah –maybe it be… you sir didn’t see because 

you were looking to the mirror…                                                                                           

Depp –what are you talking about..? 

Ionah –your petals… 

Depp –my petals..? 

Ionah –yea… but maybe it be just a ghost-image… if they appear again, I explain better… 

Depp –you scare me… 
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Ionah –the purpose exists in function of the scare… 

Depp –what do you 

mean by this..? 

Ionah –that the things were constructed with this intention… the 

man scares himself with the nature, for this, attributed importance to his grandness: he needed to 

grow, because the growth is his relation with the value… 

 

Depp –what does this means..? 

Ionah –relations of 

grandness’s… the 

existence, the nothing:  

the growth is a 

localization in the nothing… this is one attributing to himself an importance… None nature feels 

itself like this… . Explaining petals is making you misunderstand your size… because the size it’s only 

a relation with the value.. There isn’t size in the nature. 
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Depp –I understand what you say, but I 

don’t know of what it treats about, yet.. 

you seem to have  many abilities and 

resources, that I … unknow.. . 

Ionah –limits, sir Depp, they were made 
with this intention: this box doesn’t 

protect you of nothing, it only scares you: because someone very scared putted you in here. But this 
protection has a price: the naturalness. 
Depp –what do I do, then..? continue with my makeup..?  
Ionah –which’s your desire..? 

Depp –of destroying it… making it in pieces, impossible of being joined up again… 
Ionah –so, destroy the dressing room… it’s something that you’ve already did before… give life to 
the character… 
Ionah –… whose is the sentiments of the image..? 
Depp –of the mirror… but I don’t have how to break it… I’d be killing myself… 
Ionah –how good that you sir perceived the loss.. 
Depp –and isn’t it real..? 
Ionah –yes, it is a grandness.. I’ll go seat there in the couch, while you sir gets ready… 
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Depp –what does this means…? what do 

you want with this cloth..? 
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Ionah –I don’t have the control, sir Depp… 
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Ionah –this cloth demands a kind of 

sophistication that you don’t have, secret 

agent, spaceship pilot, technical things, the 

body being used as instrument. 

Ionah –yea, you sir doesn’t have how to save anyone… 
a bandit hero… 
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Ionah –you are not a good peasant… a thief 
and opportunist… which tends to accept this 
kind of life and look for facilities… wouldn’t 
work out right as Robin Hood .. you sir is an 
anti-hero…   
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Ionah –a lord… a nobleman… you sir would destroy the castle… and would be killed by the people.. 
worse than Hamlet.. . 
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Ionah –yea, you sir has 

discipline….. 

Ionah –of a monk… the ninja hability… but the problem it’s the same: the Virtue: you sir doesn’t get 

to be virtuous, in no way… don’t have the behavior of the warrior, neither of fighter, This because 

the virtue maybe haven’t got to dress you totally, and you sir disagree of something …  

Deppp –right, how many more clothes will I have to 

dress ..? 

 

 Ionah –just one more… this one, maybe you like… 
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Ionah –good.. this was the one that I was after… 

Depp –this one is better… but why do you 
think that I feel good with this cloth..? 
Ionah –ah, you don’t…? 
Depp –I like it… 
Ionah – do you feel comfortable with it..? 
Depp –comfortable, not, but I feel fine, somehow, I identify myself with the character, the 
character identifies itself with me, these things that you come talking about… 

 Ionah –it’s an interesting situation, you sir is not a compromised being, wouldn’t give the life for 

anyone, neither for a system which guaranteed you a relation of exchange. But. .. this character you 

sir wanted to save, you identified that, some other way, he would be dead, would be a ghost of 

Caribe.. 
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 Ionah –but then, you sir did that act  … you messed in the water of 
the pit… the water which supplies you, which gives life to your 
clock… . For this, when we look at the Pirate of Caribbean, we know 

that it treats only of a fantasy, of a body, but that has the life of Johnny Depp.  Those who give the 
life are the ones that are loved by Hollywood: the Humanity. Are those who knows that if they didn’t 
do it this way, they would be out . And the mystery of this question deviates itself in explanations, 
the “Brendan Fraser effect”. But, there’s a however, the such discordance, you sir don’t agree… and 
this steps you a little away of the democratic questions: and even though arbitrating yourself the 
judge, even so, you won’t feel guilty, you won’t stay totally à vontade, and without knowing, you’ll 
be deviating your waters of the rivers.  But something interesting must be perceived, is that the 
pleasure it’s not in the sphere of the sex, neither of the desire, if this happens is because something 
you sir wanted to rescue. Dressing this character is dressing yourself back to the life that he gave 
you, the human life. This life isn’t yours, it’s Hollywood’s… : and it will take from you the life that the 
character gave you: and will prove to you that the character was never yours… Strange this, the body 
which you sir animated isn’t yours… it was you sir who gave taste to the character, but Hollywood 
affirms that it was the character that gave you the opportunity of experimenting this taste, that this 
taste is of the character, and not yours…. Sorry, sir Depp, I don’t know if this will be edited… are not 
my sayings, but Enginer’s.. an explanation that the franchise was never yours… 
Depp –she understood that I’m a franchise..? for you know that without me, franchise wouldn’t 
resist… all knows that the Pirate of the Caribbean is Johnny Depp 
Ionah –the Pirate of the Caribbean is an image… all knows that Johnny Depp is the Pirate of the 
Caribbean… 
Depp –and I’m what..? 
Ionah –pois é… what are you, sir..?  
Depp –the camarim… ? 
Ionah –yes, as well… 
Depp –my hair… 
Ionah –what’s with your hair…? 
Depp –it’s not this… 
Ionah –and which’s it..? 
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Depp –the of the character… 
Ionah –of course, we will providence it… 
Depp –is this some joke..? this hair isn’t 
mine, it’s John Lennon’s… Jane Joplin’s.. 
.Jimmy Hendrix… 
Ionah –I know, to me they were all hairy… 
do you sir like that folk..? 
Depp –I do.. 
Ionah –what did you sir find of the 
Woodstock? 
Depp –a movement of epoch…. The people 
were having fun… huhuhuhuhuhhn…. 

Ionah –did it exist any love to the nature in that..? 
Depp –I don’t know… there you come with this story again… 
Ionah –dirtiness: it’s what a hippie is: a pig… something human, something of vanity, the exposition, 
a beautiful concept of freedom, for this the overdose, the maximum of the existence of a prisoner. 
Ionah –And still left this garbage to the nature. This hasn’t how to be absorbed, this is toxic, it’s 
synthetic, linear and flat, unidimensional. Few matters their music, that isn’t sound, it’s all just a 
manifestation of the unity...  I’m sorry, I don’t know if this will be edited… it’s not my sayings, but 
Enginer’s…. But that was not a pleasure for the nature. The use it’s not natural. 
Depp –who’s Enginer?! The scene director?!?! 
Ionah –in a certain form, yes…. 
Depp –then ask her to change my hair. Or I’ll tell my attorneys to sue her in $50 millions, for wanting 
to change my image. 
Ionah –is it how much’s worth your image..? is it the image everything you have..? your truth is an 
image..?? 
Depp –no, I just don’t like my hair like this…. Can you change it, please?!?! 
Ionah –it’s better, sir Depp… let’s change it.. 
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Ionah –so, you sir liked it..?  
Depp –it’s looking like the predator’s hair…  I’m looking like that Momoa… 
Ionah –yea, it didn’t stay good… it’s a problem of EA… we’ve bought the package and it disappeared 
with the item… we’ve tried many reinstalls, we went in the forums, and… it doesn’t exist an 
explanation… but we’ll solve it.. 
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Ionah –let’s put your original hair, that one that we’re using since the beginning. To me, you sir it’s 
the own Pirate of the Caribbean, the truly one.  

Depp –I liked it.. 
Ionah –then, ready..! 
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Depp –it was this one that you wanted, since the 
beginning… 
Ionah –it was, but Enginer founded better doing 
this.. 
Depp –why..? 

Ionah –it’s your natural hair, or, at least, 
almost.. because almost is a detail of your 
character: he is almost you, sir… .The 
passages have these things, nor 
everything stays equal to the image. So, 
ready, now we can go to the recording 
studio and make the so awaited scene in 
the bed… 
Depp –but I’ll go like this… 
Iona –sure…  
Depp –is this your fetish…? 
Ionah –should I have one..?  
Depp –everybody has one… 
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Depp –I don’t know, you chose this one… 
Ionah –but because to me this is Johnny Depp, or, the Jack of the 
Caribbean .. 

 

Depp –ah, I’m not a pirate, you know this… I hate the 

sea… I hate water, that’s why I drink wine…. 

Ionah –are you sir the Chocolate Charlie..? 

or, that murderer of Mandeville..? which 

one is you, sir? 

 

Depp –I already was Hatter, Charlie Chocolate, 
Scissors Hand, Don Juan… and indigene  …. 
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Depp –the indigene was a movie that I liked… I mean, I liked being an indigene… there was a clock, 
in that movie, and I stood with it, in the end.. but you’ve already killed the puzzle, I’m all of them, 
but I’m Johnny Depp.  
Ionah –yes…. We’re devolving this clock to Hollywood…the owner… 
Depp –so, how’s it gonna be the scene..? do you already have something in mind…? 

Depp – we arrived, is it here that’s gonna be the crime…? 
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Ionah –sin, sir Depp..? are you sir worried..? it’s only the two of us… 
Depp –I don’t know, I feel that … 
we’re being seen.. I mean, the 

scenes will be seen, and.. they never saw me like this… 
Ionah –right, so what..? 
Depp –so what that I’m worried… 
Ionah –“the scene, the scene…” you sir didn’t perceive, but 
you’re possessed by the scene…. 
Depp –this is because the scene exists , and it may be seen by all’s…  
Ionah –the scene only exists in the hideout, sir Depp, and only for this it may be seen by 
all’s….otherwise, you sir wouldn’t be in it… 

Depp –I don’t hide myself, and even for this, I’ve 
wanted to be an actor… 
Ionah –it was what I said… so let’s go to that bed over 
there, let’s talk about it..  I’ll be seen, as well, and… by 
my husband… 
Depp –and me, but my wife…  
 

Depp –yea, this is a common thought, it’s a 
drama that every actor has to deal with, 
because indeed, everyone believes in the 
scene… 
Ionah –no, sir Depp, it’s what the scene 
proves, what’s believed… everybody doesn’t 
believe in the scene… because the scene it’s 
not love… and for everything being scene, 
everyone knows that the love doesn’t exist… why would you sir worry about your wife, and she, with 
you sir..? what a thing, isn’t it, sir Depp..? what will we do, then..? 

      Depp –what must be done… 

      Ionah –and what must be done..? 

 

 

Depp –you know… so, how’s it gonna be…? 

Ionah –it’s you who know… 

Depp – I was selected… 
Ionah –and now, must fulfil your duty… 
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Depp –isn’t it this that’s in the agreement..? 

Ionah –you sir means the contract..? 
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Depp –no, I didn’t say this, you didn’t obligate me, I know this… I’ve convinced myself of this… 
Ionah –you sir convinced yourself that you were convinced..? all right… you sir wants a cigarette..? 

               Depp –I’ve been with this cigarette in 
my hand for so long, that I don’t know how come he didn’t fade out yet… the sex, for me, was always 
a strange thing… 
Ionah –yea, the sex is a 
strange thing… 
 
Depp –you think so..? 
 
Ionah –I do, yes… 
 
Depp –why do you find it 
strange…? 
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Ionah –if it wasn’t strange, it’s something 
that would be shown. The indigenes walk 
nude and these things don’t happen… 
Depp –savages… 

 Ionah –Natural ones… Nor even all the beings who passed by the nature had the same sentiments 
as the human beings…  

Ionah –…the human being seeks for a criminality in the nature, because he seeks for an 
identification: his’s.  
Depp –I’ve already seen theories that the dolphins are rapists.. 
Ionah – the rhesus monkeys: these are…  
Depp –I’ve never raped no one  … 
Ionah –how good, you sir is not a monkey…   
Depp –shouldn’t you ask me to take off the clothes..? 

Ionah –no, on the contrary, it’s you sir who should ask me to 
take off the clothes… 
Depp –but if you take off the clothes, what will it happen..? 
 
Ionah –pois é.. if people didn’t use 

clothes, there wouldn’t be this problem.... 
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Depp –I think so it could be worse … 
Ionah –why, sir Depp..? 
Depp –you miss knows… 
Ionah –that the cloth is a problem..?  
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Depp –the intimacy… 
Ionah –is the intimacy a problem..? 
Ionah –who told you about the cloth, was dressed..? 
Depp –yes... 
Depp –who are these people…? 
Ionah –are you talking about your parents..? 
Depp –no, of them… 
Ionah –ah, your petals… 
Depp –how did they came to stop by in 
here..? are they friends of yours..? 
Ionah –I’ve already told you, it’s your petals.. 
Depp –you talk as if I was a plant… 
Ionah –and aren’t you, sir..? 
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Depp –their 
faces seems 
me familiar…  
Ionah –observe them, you will feel 
them.. 
Ionah – You sir didn’t like her… 
Depp –her…? 

Ionah –indeed, there’s something 

wrong with her, we need to take 

her to the CAS…. 

 

Depp –we have to take her where..?! 
you miss talk about this CAS the entire 
time… you ain’t one more fiscal of the… 
government…? kind of, the 
government developed one more 
resource of spying the life of the 
American... I mean, it’s an idea, but, it 
makes sense, if they had access to this 
area of the brain, they could control 
life on earth… 
 
Ionah –this movie is ancient, sir Depp… 
this is of the time of the Tunnel of 
Time… 
Depp –I know, but … they could have 
perfected themselves and developed, and this having been an experience, kind of, ones choose four 
actors of Hollywood to experiment… am I right..? 
Ionah –in a certain form, yes… 
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Depp –if they control the thought, it’s 

possible that they may control the dream 

as well.. 

Ionah –no-no-no-no-no... you sir must be 
confusing it with CSI… but look, it’s really 
fast, you sir won’t even perceive that I went 
there.. it happened a ghost-image and I need to render it, because, modified the face of your petal 
completely, may have modified the other one also, this is… but look, don’t worry, I’ll be right back.. 

Depp –no, wait, you talk in a way as if we were inside 
a game… 

Ionah –yea, yea… the game’s also interdimension… 
Depp –so I’m a character of a game.. 
Ionah –yea, you sir is a character, yes, we all are… we’re objects, objects possess properties and 
forms: and forms may be manipulated by an operational system, they may be moved of position 
easily, of immobilized, leaving them deactivated forever… . 
Depp –this looks like some kind of scientific cruelty… 
Ionah –no, no, no, it is political, democratic and social… . See..? I’m back already, isn’t the girl 
different..? 
Depp –how did you came back..? I didn’t even see you go… 
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                  Ionah –you sir liked her..? 
                                           Depp –I did… looking now better, yes…. 

Ionah –interesting… 
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Depp –and that sympathic boy by her side…? He’s using my hat.. if he’s using my hat, he may use 
my cloth as well.. 
Ionah –any problem..? it was you sir who configured them… 
Depp –curiously, I don’t bother with this.. who is she..? 
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Ionah –Lsina…  
Depp –yes… must have my sina… I like women with small body and caliente eyes.. 
Ionah –how good… I’m seeing a change in your s.i.r., already… 
Depp –what’s this..? 
Ionah –you’re staying active… this happens when a primordial petal manifests itself… 
Depp –interesting… and why does she manifest itself…? 
Ionah –yea, pois é…there exists much incomprehension in there, the petal it’s also in 
interdimension… it doesn’t ‘manifest’ itself, actually, you sir perceives her… 
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Depp –is this some kind of psychical  
explanation..? I’ve never seen ghosts… I mean, I treat 
everybody as inexistent in the scene… 

  
 
 
 
 
 

Ionah –the scene it’s yours and you sir don’t divide it 
with the others… : they’re coadjuvant characters, or, work in the production… 
 

Depp –is it an idea of yours.. ?   
Ionah –no, it’s your petals… 
Depp –I don’t know what petals are… I don’t understand 
what’s their relation with the scene… 
Ionah –the petals are interrelated with another things… 

Depp –which things..? 
Ionah –complicated things, sir Depp, it’s not a conversation of one night… it’s a human matter: the 
cloth… “what is it made of..? what does it do…?”, it doesn’t matter… .  
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Ionah –what’s this in your neck..? it’s a collar… there’s a chain, and you’re 
not seeing, it’s the chain of your clock, the chain it’s in the hand of the 
other petal… but I’ll lose it, to see what happens… 
 

Depp –is this dangerous..? if someone putted a chain in the neck, it’s 
because … must’ve had motives for this.. 
Ionah –the chain is a suffering… suffering isn’t natural… 
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Ionah –this here it’s heavier than a ship 
anchor…. 

 

 
Depp –what’s this, why did she stop..? 
Ionah –the other petal pulled her… it was your hands… 

Depp –and what does 
this means..? 
Ionah –that you sir 
tightened her neck… 

Depp –and why did I do this..? 
Ionah –it’s what we’ll find out… whose neck you sir is tightening… it’s not natural tightening the 
neck of anyone, and lesser yet of who one loves… 
Depp –but I don’t even know her, I don’t know what you’re talking about… I don’t have how to 
tighten the neck of an image.. 
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Ionah –sir Depp, look to my eyes… 
Depp –will you take me to somewhere..? 
Ionah –no… 
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Depp –Winona… 
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Depp –what’s this..? one more other petal?! 
Ionah –don’t you sir recognize her..? it happened a problem in the image, we need to take her to 

the CAS later.. 

Depp –no, don’t take her anywhere, leave her there. 
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 Depp – Winona, how did you came stop 

by in here..? 

 Winona –Depp …? Why are you dressed 
like this..? what happened to your face..? 
you were going to buy bread, how did we 
came stop by here..? 
Depp –I don’t know, this is a dream… 

Winona –this is a dream..? I thought so it was reality… who are these people..? 
Depp –yea, I don’t know exactly, but, listen, this scene already happened, it’s not me anymore, and 
neither I it’s you: and neither you is me. 
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Winona –are we what, then..? 

 

Depp –why are you doing this..? 

Ionah –it’s not me who’s doing this… 
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Depp –whoever it is that’s doing this, you 

can’t do this. I’ve agreed with things, but 

this is too much..! what’s happening?!?!!! 

 

Ionah –you won’t understand… 

neither I am  understanding ..[!] 

 Winona –I thought you loved 

me… 

  
Depp –so did I… 

 

 

Winona –let’s get out of here and let’s start 

a new life in another place..? let’s forget 

everything and leave this place behind… 
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       Depp –Ionah, can I go back in the past..? 

Ionah – can’t… 

Winona –what are you saying..? don’t you 
want to go..? 
Depp –we can’t … you, also, accepted all the 
roles to which I’ve said no… 
Winona –but you never said no, why didn’t 
you said that that bothered you..? I wouldn’t 
have accepted… 
Depp –hum..! 
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Depp –you wouldn’t have accepted..? you would accept, yes… 
Winona –maybe, but, and now..? 
Depp –hum..! now…. What do you mean by ‘now’…? 
Winona –forever… 

Depp –you heard, the time doesn’t go back… 
Winona –it’s true… maybe because it doesn’t go… 
because, maybe, it never went… 
Depp –what’s this… you don’t know what you’re saying… there exists other 
things… 

Winona –there always existed other things…  
Depp –I’m talking of other things, really.. 
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                      Depp –Amber… 

 
 

 
Depp –sorry, I didn’t 
want you to pass 
through this… 
 
 
 

 
Amber –Depp, what’s going on..?!?! isn’t that one over there 
Winona..?! and who are these other people..? 
 

 
Winona –I knew it! You had 
another woman..! 
Depp –no, you’re wrong, I don’t 
have another woman..! it’s 
more probable you have 
another ... woman.. 
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Amber –what are you talking about?! Ain’t I your wife?! 
Depp –you’re my wife, is just that Winona doesn’t know this… 

Amber –how come she doesn’t know I’m your wife?!? 

Amber – Everybody knows I’m your wife! 
Depp –I know, but no one believes that 
you’re my wife.. but it’s not what you’re 
thinking, it’s happening a strange thing.. 
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Winona –I knew it..!!!!! 
Depp –it’s not what you’re thinking, I didn’t do this. 
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Depp –I never 
had another 
woman!! It 
doesn’t treat 
of past, I never 
had, really..! 
 
Amber –and 
am I what, 
Depp..? 
 

 
Depp –you’re my wife, I love you. 
Amber –did you understand, 
Winona..? Depp’s my husband. 
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Depp –listen… 

Depp –… these things don’t exist,  nothing of this here is real, it was her who did this.. 
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Ionah –me..? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Depp –aren’t you seeing…? This is a recording 
set.. this is a reality, we’re participating of a 
reality… for being too real, it confuses itself with 
the dreams… 
 

 
Depp –you ain’t here, neither I, neither Winona… it’s a scene, 
Ionah can explain… Ionah, can you come in here an instant…? 
 

 

                                                                     Ionah –of course, sir Depp… 
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Depp –they’re my wives, in the time… 
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Ionah – I know them.. I mean, 
not like this… you’re very 
pretties, and sir Depp is a man 
of luck, for being able of having 
you in his life… 
Depp –yea, I had luck, really… I 

mean, my luck was never different.. I 
have luck in the love, what I don’t have 
luck is in the relationship…it was the way 
that it gave, to misunderstand all this.. 
Ionah –yea… we’re making here a scene, 
and you may seat and watch… 

 
Depp –no, we won’t do this in front of..! I don’t have how to make 
a scene in these conditions, oh, c’mon too..!!! nor even Jim Carrey 
got to do this.. 
Ionah –yes, there is, he did this with a man… 
Depp –it’s easier, believe me…! 
Depp –give it a way of taking them off of here, I don’t have how to do this like this..!!!!! 
Ionah –you want to go..? 
Amber –no.. 
Winona –we want to stay… 
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Ionah –did you see..? …they’re right… 

Depp –it’s a sex scene!!!! Do you want to see?!?!?!?!?!?!? 
Amber –we do.. 
Winona –yes… 
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Ionah –so, sir Depp, can we begin..?  
Depp –you must be kidding..! 
 

 

 –….Depp..? 

 
Depp –who are you..? one more petal..? 
or, one more ex-wife..?? 

 

Depp –is it lacking someone more..?! 

 
–there’s someone who wanted to see you, 
and came with me… 
 

Depp –who are you..?! I’m not recognizing, are 
you some ex-son of mine..!? 
Boy –what is the problem in a sex scene..? I see 
this since the day that I was born… 
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Depp –hi, how are you..? are you 

studying a lot..? 

 

Amber –you’re very pretty.. I’ve always 
admired you, for your beauty, not for Depp.. 

                            Winona –waaw..! you beat it..! 

 

Depp –good that you all know each other, it’s 

my birthday and I’m celebrating, is that it..? 
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Depp –I don’t understand why this 
happened, nor the motive of this 
reunion, but… 
 

 

 

Depp –… I’d really like that you weren’t here… 

 

 

Depp –huhnn..?!!?!? 
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Depp –they’re gone, already..? 

Ionah –yea…  
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Depp –it didn’t even give time for me to say goodbye…. I didn’t plan 
my sons, I’ve planed, yes, my life, but it gave out wrong… but I’m not 
a separated one… I just can’t have them near me all the time… and 
this explains why I’m always alone… it was how I understood my isolation.. a bedroom … I hate 
bedrooms… but almost always, I’m here. 

Depp –I’m a sentimental guy, I’m taken by the heart.. 
Ionah –you’re not alone… 

 
Depp –what do you want to prove with this..? 
     

    Ionah –me..? nothing. 
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Depp –what do you want me to see..? the fame and success destroyed the life…of the man..?!?!!? 

the selfishness, the cynicism..?! 

Ionah – are you sir equal to them…? you sir wants 
your son to be equal to you, sir..?  
Depp –no, I’m not… ! what do you mean, equal to 
me..? he’s another person, different, he doesn’t even 
want to be actor… 
Ionah –it’s a worry of the parents, that the sons be a 
copy of theirs… 
 

 

 

 

Depp –but he’s not my copy.. he’s another person.. 
Ionah –pois é, it’s not... you sir is a copy of something. 
Depp –I’m not equal to my father: No, I’m Johnny 
Christopher Depp II 
Ionah –Christopher..? you sir is an heir of a throne.. 
  

Depp –my father was the first… 
 
Ionah –and your son was the third: Now, 

who’s the owner of this throne..? because, the throne is a position: 
and the position defines the being… 
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Ionah –…the human being is the position which 
he occupies: so, he self-defined himself… 
 

Depp –what’s with the human being…? I’m 

Johnny Depp. 

Ionah –come… 

  

Depp –I won’t enter in there..! whatever it is that you have in mind…! 
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Depp –I try to accompany your thoughts, but they 
escape, you make relations of grandness’s, which aren’t 
usual, and if this was an experience, I say it was a 
disaster..! and lesser yet, sexual... if a family reunion is 
the sex, than I don’t know what it is a social relation… 

  

Ionah –come sir Depp 

Depp –listen, I won’t enter in there. 

 

 

          Ionah –ok, then stay there alone… 

 

 

Depp –this here is closed, I don’t 

have how to go back..! 
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Ionah –come, sir Depp, you sir knows the way… 

Ionah –you sir is lost in rationalities, and the virtue went up in your head: not that its place isn’t 

this, is that this initiates a mechanic in the body, the processes don’t stop…  
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Depp –did you see what you did..? 
Ionah –and what did I do..? 
Depp –ora, you know…! What’s my 

wife thinking of me, now..? 
Ionah –nothing that she already didn’t think before.. . come soon, don’t stay there stopped, these 
stairs move, we can separate from each other in here… 

 
 
Depp –ok, I’m going..! 
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Depp –listen, in Hollywood, 
people don’t treat each other like 
this, everybody here knows each 
other… however, Winona di-di-
didn’t recognize her… she was 
younger and prettier, as when I 
met her… there was a problem in 
Winona, she.. at the same time 
on which was extremely naïve, 
she used to transform herself, 
and looked like someone else, 

she stood destructive…as if something took count of her and she assumed another identity.. 
Ionah –are you sir talking about Amber or Winona..? or, of both..? or, 
of all..? 
Depp –they… 
Ionah –they, who..? 
Depp –the women… I didn’t provoke them.., they did this to me… 
they’ve turned me destructive. 
Ionah –isn’t this common in actors..? 

Depp –not this way.. but 
in the manner as they 
transform themselves… 
in this moment, they’re 
able of doing anything, 
and I didn’t have access to them: they just put a thing 
in their heads, and ready: it was a matter of time. I 
think so this made them grow in Hollywood… 
Ionah –they who..? 
Depp –people… I never used no one this way… being 
an actor isn’t such a simple profession, there are lots of 
charging’s and demands and sacrifice, and 

professionalism… it enters in chock with the conscience.. 
Ionah –conscience..? I thought so it was with the heart… 

Depp – I think so they walk together.. 
Ionah –no, no, they walk separated. It was 

like this since the beginning, and the beginning is the crib…. 
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 Ionah –And it’s what you do, shrinks, 
remedies, drugs, sects, diverse spiritual 

understandings: and in the end, the convincement, the acceptation.., the sensation that the clock 
stopped functioning, but it doesn’t stop…  
Ionah –…these stairs don’t stop moving… 
Ionah –where’s the beginning, you sir knows..? 
we’re almost in the final… 
Depp –what’s that..? it looks like a black hole.. 
Ionah –oh, you’re seeing, sir..? it’s to there that 
we have to go. 
Depp –but there are no stairs until there… 
Ionah –yes, there is… it’s because you sir it’s 
not seeing: because they’re not stairs 
anymore, they’re chains… have you sir ever 
crossed an abyss..? have you sir ever walked 
in the tightrope..? 
Depp –my entire life I’ve walked in 
tightrope…! 

Ionah –how great, we’ll need of your ability in the trapeze  
Depp –there isn’t how to walk in the emptiness.. 
Ionah –it doesn’t exist nothing empty, except in the hideout.. 
Depp –what’s that, then..? 
Ionah –it was something that you sir hided..  
Depp –of who..? 
Ionah –of the nature… the intimacy is the proof of the grandness..  
Depp –but is this some place..? 
Ionah –it’s an ocpus… the stairs are a Vatican-structure… 
Depp –how good that you know the place, so, we can arrive there… 
Ionah –yes, but we don’t have how to do this without passing by the angle… 
Depp –and where’s the angle..? 
Ionah –in the eye of the animal.. you sir doesn’t get to listen to him, but he’s seeing you… 
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Ionah –let’s..? 
                                                Depp –where to…? 

Depp –we’re back in the studio… 
Ionah –how good that you sir perceived… I thought so it was going to be easier.. 

Ionah –have you sir ever directed some movie..? 

 Depp –I hate directors, and they hate me too. 
Ionah –I thought so you loved each other..! 
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Depp –haha..! this is a competitive environment, 
people see Johnny Depp now, but they didn’t see 
Johnny Depp before… 
 
Ionah –you sir think so, is it..? Winona partakes of this 
thought… and it seems so that Amber, as well… 
Depp –Amber… she understood my motives, as I’ve 
understood hers… 

Depp –listen, I was target of a lot of things, but people don’t know what happened…  
Ionah –and what happened…? 
Depp –it doesn’t make the slightest difference, it’s in my past, I don’t even remember that Winona 
exists, and so does she, and this was by count of people’s imagination, our relationship ended, 
that’s all… .   
Ionah –you sir really believes that things end up… minha nossa..! 

 
Depp – I don’t want this anymore…!!! I’m worried…! 
Ionah –you sir wants to go back to 
inside the clock..? 

Depp –no, no, no, no, I don’t want it.. 
                                                                                            Ionah –great ... 
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 Depp –how do people appear and 
disappear…? 

  Depp –this is a dream..!!! 

                                                                         

Ionah –I know… I told you, it’s just a 

dream… 

 

Depp –I know… but only now that I’m 

perceiving… Ha!!! None of this happened!!! 

 

 

 

 

  Depp –why are you looking at me like this..? 
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Depp –you… you…! This is a game…! A dream, but we’re inside of a game…! You can go there in 
the CAS and pick them up, if you want to..? 

Ionah –yes, I can… you sir wants me to do it..? 

Depp –no, no, no, no... I think I’m 

understanding..! I wasn’t a good father, I mean, I was 
not a present father, I was not a good husband, I’ve 
deceived people, cheated, you’re an angel, and 
came to judge me. 
Ionah –you sir doesn’t believe in these things, sir Depp… 
Depp –yea, I don’t, really… 

Ionah –but you ain’t totally wrong, these 
things you believe, this cosmic form, they 
entered in shock with the things you sir 
don’t believe, the nature it’s not an 
existence. The psychology is sterile to the 
body, mentally, it’s impossible going back to 
a lost dimensionality  
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Depp –dimensionality…? 
Ionah –yea, that who talked to you, sir.. she’s not in a 
temporal dimensionality, it doesn’t exist a localization for 
that. 

Depp –those are just remembrances…! 
Ionah –no, are not remembrances… 
Depp –a parallel universe..? 
Ionah –they’re not parallels… 
Depp –what’s this, a ghost..? 
Ionah –you sir may treat it like this, but it’s 
not this… 
Ionah –sir Depp, this conversation, it 
doesn’t…. but, don’t you worry, we made a 
good movement. 
Depp –do you think so..? 

Ionah –I do… 
Depp –then, we’re closer to the end… 
Ionah –yea, actually, we’re only beginning… 
Depp –isn’t this any judgement, ain’t I being 
judged for nothing that I did or accepted..? 
Ionah –sir Depp, why you sir has this worry..? 
Depp –indeed, I don’t have this worry, this is a 
thought, I don’t even know why I had it… 
 

Depp –I’m few fucking myself for what people 
think, I gave my thought about them, there’s 
nothing which may be done about the believing, 
we’ve constructed things and these things 
constructs us as well, and.. what are we talking 
about, exactly…? 
Ionah –of constructions, you’re an architect… 
Depp –yea, I’ve already reacted about this, but in 
the current stage on which I’ve arrived in my life, 
I can’t go back behind and continue stopped…  

Depp –…for this, I continued moving myself.. 
Ionah –this is a permanence, don’t you sir 
want to go out of the scene..? 
Depp –no, I don’t want… there will be one day 
on which I’ll stop, but, it’s not this, yet.. I like 
representing 
Ionah –you’re a good actor, but, is it this that 
brings you back to the nature…? 
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Depp –no… 
 
Depp –in what do you think that I’m good..? 

Ionah –ah, in many elements 
Depp –how..? 
Ionah –the Pirates of the 
Caribbean is comic…                                                             

Depp –no, it’s not this kind that I’m talking 
about, one that makes laughing, who tells 
joke.. 
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Ionah –why…? 

Depp –I don’t know, there’s a suffering in 
me, it has to do with my mustache, as if I 
was always crying for something that I 
don’t know… 
Ionah –yea, this has to do with the flux of 
waters of your clock… 

 
Depp –my sentiment is that I’ve lost 
something that I don’t know what, as 
if there was something hided in my 
mind that I still didn’t found, and that 
there existed more of me to be 
found, and.. this is my motivation, 
but it’s not something which I tension 
in…. 
Ionah –and where does these tears 
go to, huhn, sir Depp..? 
Depp –I think so they don’t get out of 
my heart… 

Ionah –you sir must have a pretty big reservoir, 

it gives to supply a city… but maybe, this water 

is ending… 

 

 

 

 

 
Depp –what’s this, am I dying..? 
Ionah –in a certain form, yes… 
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Depp –it’s been a long time since I don’t go to a doctor, I don’t believe them. I mean, even though 
they convince me, I know that they’re lying, I mean, they don’t know what they say… and for this, 
they may threaten me with some disease, and I feel myself threatened… this may activate in me a 
renounce…. 
Ionah –a renounce..? 
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 Depp –yea, I cease doing something… for them 
accusing me of some weakness… 
Ionah –smiling, for example…? 

Depp –the life didn’t fade me out, and I 

didn’t like to pay for this.. 

Ionah –and what would this be, exactly, 
sir Depp, falsity..? 
Depp –yea, I wouldn’t call falsity… 
Ionah –… living in the await of something.. 
Depp –I like indeed, in certain form, I’m 
happy, I’m fine with the life, there’s no 
why fighting.. I don’t like to think in the 
future, and this was what maintained me 
alive, I think…. 

Ionah –very good, sir Depp: future is the possibility, 
and the possibility it’s a wall: it is the mother of the 
duality. However, the time entered in your life, and 
you sir don’t know  how. We need to dismount that 
clock, deactivate it. You sir is living in separated 
sides in your own body, and this is a deviation of the 
natural fluxes, it doesn’t worth nothing we talk 
about it, I’d like to show you…  
Ionah –the human hand it’s the touch of the desire: 
they’ve constructed something, and this something is what maintains them alive: for this, asking 

doesn’t make difference, no one answers: for this, 
conversating is useless… 
Depp –why…? 
Ionah –it’s of what we’re talking, the cloth… it cannot be 
the body… because the body it’s not an action.. the 
human conversation is a hideout: and this is the reality. 
Ionah –Well, how are you sir feeling…?  
Depp –better... knowing that it’s a dream leaved me 
tranquil, it means that nothing can happen to me.  
Ionah –yea, it’s a good break of judgement, but, for it 
existing, we’re already walking in sides, whether you sir 
don’t perceive…  

Depp –and which sides are these..?  
Ionah –the fear and the safety: they’re not the same 
things. The safety is a defense, the fear is a hideout.. 
but they invert themselves, in the angle.. it’s the 
sensation of the prohibited.. the delay of the time, 
the delay of the sound, the Interruption of the Time: 
you sir had already said no, on affirming the yes: the 
no had already configured the hideout. 
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Depp –and what’s this..? 
Ionah –an engineer, the excitation… the initial 
movement of all the things.. 
Depp –how great! I’m still thoughtful with what 
happened there.. .  
Ionah –I know, but think, how many times you said 
‘no’ to Winona, and only for this, she said ‘yes’…? 
The ‘no’ was thrown forward… let’s follow with the 
links of the chain, there exists three rooms that we 
still didn’t pass, for them having sionic readings… 
let’s look them..? 
Depp –this corridor freaks me out… 
Ionah –I know, you sir prefers stairs…  
Depp –no, I like corridors, they.. give me the sensation of caves, dungeons, castles… underground 
things.. I indeed like the darkness…  I just sometimes scare myself with it.. but it’s something 
passenger.. 
Ionah – how good sir Depp, you sir perceived that the fear is a passage.. this means that you’re 
feeling more à vontade in your intimacy… and this is good, because, we may have a better sionic 
reading of the place…  
Depp –never no one entered in my intimacies…  
Ionah –why, sir Depp..? the intimacy it’s not natural… has it always been between you and all the 
things..? the intimacy is a fix… it’s an inexistent relation… 
Depp –you’re always talking about sex, what the fuck happened to you..?! I’m normal, everyone is 
sexual, I’m normal!!! It’s a reaction!!! If having a hideout is the sex, then everybody is sexual, once 
you miss misunderstands completely this being my privacy!!! You’ve been attentive, patient, and 
tried to explain me things that, in a certain form, I already knew… better than my mother…  you told 
me you were a teacher, but didn’t said of what.. and I’ve been efforted myself, I’m giving all of me..! 
they didn’t get to take off my blood.. 
Ionah –I know, you sir took off theirs… the name of this relation is Johnny Depp… 
Depp –are you calling me a vampire..? 
Ionah –no… of human… 
Depp –you don’t let me conclude my thought, you want to talk for the two of us.. 
Ionah –you sir wants to talk in humanity…  
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Depp –listen… I’m talking something serious… 
Ionah –every time you sir enters in this corridor, you stay like this… you’re trying to hide 
yourself…all this because you don’t want to be seen doing it… it is the action… and not feeling à 
vontade with anyone, also is it..? we need to find the door of the desires… 
Depp –you don’t understand… 
Ionah –yes, I understand… 
Depp –you want to show me something that I don’t want to see..! 
Ionah –because you’ve already seen before… 
Depp –I don’t know what you’re talking about ..! 
Ionah –so, why the excitation on crossing a simple door..? you sir wants to go back to the stairs… 
you want to walk in sides, to be able to see in angles… 
Depp –you call this excitation..?! 
Ionah –you sir needs of it to move yourself, for this, don’t perceive that the interruption is the key 
of a movement: the reality 
Depp –why..? 
Ionah –because it was where you sir hid the intimacies…  
Depp –you can’t do this… 
Depp –it’s illegal … I mean, it’s immoral… ! this is a violation… to the thoughts, to the dreams, and 
now, the desires…! I don’t have any sexual problem, I just don’t want to turn them public…  
Ionah – the desire…? the sex ‘is also your eyes, and you sir don’t want them to see what you sir 
hided…’, everybody has the right to live in hideout… 
Depp –yes!!!! What will they think of me!?!!?!? Even one hair strand of mine becomes notice, 
who’d say the entire body!!! 
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Ionah –and what’s the problem..? 
Depp –they’ll make jokes!!! They will talk things!!!! And modify them as well!!!  
Ionah –are they your eyes..? 
Depp –no! no!!! 
Ionah –then, why are you sir in their bedroom…? They have a bedroom in you… 
Depp –what will happen if you open this door..? will everyone see what’s in there..?! 
Ionah –yes… everyone knows what’s in there… or you sir thinks that you’re the unique who has a 
hideout..? 
Depp –privacy?!!?!?! 
Ionah –it’s the same thing… you sir has to pay attention what you defend… without it, you sir 
wouldn’t be Johnny Depp… but, who is the intimacy that you sir defends so much..? you sir showed 
how you defend the intimacy, but your intimacy wasn’t yet exposed, your eyes are still dressed.. 
Depp –and what do you mean by this…? 
Ionah –the defense is a safety, you sir is guaranteeing the existence of something… you’re defending 
an existence.. and subsequently, you redirected the fear as a loss, you misunderstood how the death 
was angled. It is predictable, your reaction…because the action had already been preconfigured…: 
it’s not an echo, but a delay, the ‘no’ had already been putted forward, because the ‘yes’ would 
come in the after, and they’d find each other in  the angle…and the sound would be a natural answer 
of the senses… the echo is a condition of the danger.. 
Depp –the danger never worked out with me… I don’t believe in the evil…. 
Ionah –but you believe in the good… in the certain… this is a judgement… in mode that you sir 
configured the fear as a hideout… may we enter..? I need of your authorization….. 
Ionah – Sir Depp, if we remain, we’ll continue in stairs conversation, you’re worried with something 
because this something occupies you sir. It’s not a piece, sir Depp, the bedroom is of the size of the 
world… 
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Depp –no, don’t you do this..!! 
Ionah –it’s the power of the door… that which’s at the reach of a touch… it’s the force of the action… 
it’s the engineer of the entire human movement.. and it is sexual 
Ionah –this way, sir Depp.. I think so it’s this door… it’s the sex, the door is the sex 
Depp –what is the sex?!?!?! 
Ionah –a door, an angle… I don’t have how to explain the doors, it’s the passage of the wind, it is 
explained in other passages… but it is a reflexion, the power of the mirror… 
Depp –I’m sensing a strange sensation… I didn’t want to enter there… 
Ionah –this strange sensation it’s not of the unknown, but, the knowledge… 
Depp –what do you mean by this..? 
Ionah –that you sir knows the place, you’ve been here before.. but, alone… 
Depp –how do you know..? 
Ionah –by your s.i.r… 
Depp –what’s with it..? 
Ionah –it is not of the fear, but of the safety… 
Depp –it’s all dark, I’m not seeing nothing… 
Ionah –it’s only the sensation when one crosses a door… 
Depp –right, I’m right behind you… 
Ionah –we’ve made the first sexual movement, the movement of the body… 
Depp –first..? how many lacks..? 
Ionah –three more… sir Depp, what’s most important, the eyes or the hands…? Being able to see 
without touching, or touching without seeing what’s touching…? 
Depp –both… 
Ionah –how good, you sir doesn’t want the angle… 
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Vem o sentimento que está no canto... vem o sentimento que está no pranto... vem o sentimento 

que estar nu tanto faz, não é o amor que faz, mas é o amor que faz valer.. a cena... . 

                                                                                                                                                    [Enginer] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To be Continued in Part II – The Desire. 
 


